
Nichole has been an integral part of the 
industry wholesaling Czech glass since the 
year 2000. She has produced some of the 
world’s most notable styles and colors of 
beads. Nichole loves the infinite possibilities 
using the bead color pale� e to create wearable 
works of art. The introduction of TOHO® brand 
seed beads into her work has given new 
dimension to designing with Czech glass. 
Visit www.facebook.com/nichole.starman.1.

INSTRUCTIONS
Note: A shorter segment of the bracelet is shown for illustration clarity. Add all GD with the faceted side faceup. 
1. a) Using 2yd of thread, add CD;  jump to its second hole. Add three TR, then tie a knot against the tail. Pass through the CD. 

Add CD, R, CD; repeat twenty-three times. b) Add CD, three TR; pass through the second hole of the same CD. 
2. Add GD, then pass through the open holes of the next two CD; repeat twenty-three times. Add GD; jump to its second hole.
3. Add two CD, then pass through the open hole of the next GD; repeat twenty-three times. Add CD, three TR; pass through the 

second hole of the same CD.
4. a) Pass through the open hole of the next CD. Add R, then pass through open holes of the next two CD; repeat twenty-two 

times. Add R, then pass through open hole of the next CD. b) Add CD, three TR;  pass through the second hole of the same 
CD. Pass through the nearest GD; jump to its second hole and pass through CD, TR. 

5. Slide the needle more than halfway down the thread to double it. Add two TR, clasp end, two TR. Pass through the TR, CD on 
the adjacent side of the bracelet, then tie off. Tie on a new doubled thread to the other end of the bracelet and repeat this 
step to a�ach the second side of the clasp (not shown).

MATERIALS

Bracelet as instructed measures approx. 6" before clasp. 
Each additional pa�ern segment adds approx. 1/4".
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GEMDUOs (GD)
CzechMates® Diamonds (CD)
Rounds, 2mm (R)
TOHO 11° Rounds (TR)
TOHO One-G Thread
Clasp of Choice
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INTRODUCING THE CZECHMATES® DIAMOND™
This bracelet’s striking pa� ern is surprisingly 
easy to achieve by pairing two-hole CzechMates® 
Diamonds™ with Matubo GEMDUOs.

ABOUT THE ARTIST: NICHOLE STARMAN
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER OF DIMENSIONAL BEADS AND JEWELRY

COLORWAYS—Teal: Matubo GEMDUOs Polychrome-Aqua Teal (379-85-94104); CzechMates Diamonds Saturated Metallic Emperador (398-46-05A01); 
Rounds 2mm Saturated Metallic Island Paradise (5-02-77060). Blue: Matubo GEMDUOs Luster-Opaque Blue (379-85-P14464); CzechMates Diamonds 
Saturated Metallic Almost Mauve (398-46-05A02); Rounds 2mm Ma� e-Iris-Blue (5-02-21135). Copper: Matubo GEMDUOs Polychrome-Copper 
Rose (379-85-94100); CzechMates Diamonds Metallic Suede-Dk Plum (398-46-79083); Firepolish 2mm Saturated Metallic Bu� erum (1-02-04B04).


